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Executive Summary
The purpose of this project was to understand why public involvement in transportation
project planning sometimes goes badly, and to determine how the process could be modified to
reduce the likelihood of such outcomes. We address these issues through detailed case studies of
both successful and unsuccessful transportation public involvement efforts. We conclude that
there are a number of largely independent dimensions around which conflict can arise, and that
some projects by their nature have a higher level of potential for conflict around one or more of
these dimensions. We discuss how the potential for conflict can be anticipated, and how the
public involvement process can be modified to better manage conflict and achieve a process and
results that are more agreeable to both the transportation agency and the public.
We are interested in any public involvement process in which either the agency or the
public is significantly dissatisfied with the process or outcome. That is, we do not presuppose
that the agency is right, and that the objective is to convince the public of this. Our perspective is
that agencies do public involvement because they genuinely care about soliciting the public’s
input. At the same time, agencies do not want worthwhile projects to be stalled or cancelled
because conflicts with members of the public cannot be satisfactorily resolved. So the question is
how to carry out public involvement processes so that the beneficial projects have the best
possible chance of acceptance, and the public will feel that their opinions were fairly heard and
considered.
Our methodology was to examine a number of examples of public involvement efforts
with varying degrees and types of difficulty and different levels of success. We were fortunate
from a research standpoint that a local project in St. Paul, Ayd Mill Road had the three
characteristics of having been generally well run with good intentions, of having been plagued
by many different sources of conflict, and of being extremely well documented in a
neighborhood newspaper. This very complex process was our primary source of reasons why
public involvement can turn out badly. We then contrasted the characteristics of this project and
its public involvement process with three other projects for which the public involvement efforts
were more successful. Two of these were Minnesota projects, which we studied through
newspaper coverage and interviews with participants; the other was a project in San Diego for
which we relied on published articles and interviews with a central participant.

We began this research with the presumption that when the public opposes projects, it
does so because it does not understand them, and that better information, more clearly exhibited,
could do much to solve the problem. However, our early study of the Ayd Mill Road project led
us to conclude that information was not a problem at least there, and perhaps not a central
problem in general. The larger issue seemed to be a lack of a structure for incorporating and
resolving the many conflicts that emerged during the public involvement process.
Our next hypothesis was that projects could be categorized into various levels of conflict;
the idea was that higher-level conflicts could be managed with a more formal structured process,
while lower-level conflicts could probably be resolved through the normal procedures in place
now. Again, however, this idea proved inadequate. For example, while the conflict level on the
Ayd Mill Road project could certainly be characterized as “extreme,” it seemed to differ from
other projects in type as well as in intensity. That is, there seemed to be two different issues: the
intensity of the conflict, and the underlying reason(s) for it. An intense conflict around a single
easily identified reason could be easier to manage than a situation where conflict is less severe
but moves unpredictably from one issue to another.
Ultimately these insights led us to the model that we propose in this report. We develop a
model in which conflict can derive from any or all of five independent dimensions, each with its
own level of intensity or intractability:
•

Size and distribution of local benefits or costs

•

Disagreement about the nature and importance of local impacts

•

Ability to accurately define and engage relevant stakeholders

•

Perceived legitimacy of the project

•

Degree of ideological issues

There are two key conclusions. First, situations with serious conflict are fundamentally
different from the typical public involvement effort; they require different tools and tactics that
are explicitly built around the specific nature of the conflict being anticipated or encountered.
The second major finding is that “conflict” is neither a standard problem for which a
standardized method is appropriate; nor is it so diverse that every project has to be approached
on its own terms. We find instead that there is a middle ground: conflict can arise for a number
of different reasons, and the appropriate response depends on the reason(s), but the number of
possible reasons is sufficiently small that a general theory of conflict anticipation and
management seems like a reasonable long-term goal. While we do not fully develop such a

theory in this report, we do provide a basic outline of what such a theory might look like. More
detailed development, based on additional case studies and insights from experts in the field,
would be a worthwhile subject for further research.
A longer-term issue that we also address is the notion that different types of conflict may
be best resolved at different levels of discussion. A potential problem with public involvement as
it is practiced now is that issues are being discussed at the project level that are really of broader
social significance. It is worthwhile to debate how many highways are needed and whether
highways encourage sprawl, but it could be more useful to all sides to have a formal mechanism
for holding that debate at a high level where the general public interest can be considered, and
where the results of the discussion could actually have a broad impact on policy.
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Introduction
The subject of this report is the process of public involvement in the planning of specific

transportation projects. Some form of public involvement takes place on all transportation
projects of any significance, and most of the time both the agency and the public come away
satisfied with the results. However, in some small minority of cases, there is a significant degree
of dissatisfaction on the part of either the agency or the public, or both. Our specific concern here
is these situations: understanding why they arise, and developing methods for managing the
process to minimize them.
While these problematic projects are a small part of the total, the failure of the public
involvement process in these cases is still an important problem for two reasons. First, the odds
of major irresolvable conflict tend to increase with the size and impact of the project; that is, it is
more likely to be the big, important projects that suffer from this problem. Thus the significance
of failed public involvement is far greater than its frequency would indicate. Second,
dissatisfaction on either side resulting from a particular project has the potential to negatively
impact future projects as well. An unhappy agency may seek to minimize the role of public
involvement in the future, while a dissatisfied public may take out their frustrations through
opposition to unrelated, and otherwise unobjectionable projects.
We are interested in any public involvement process in which either the agency or the
public is significantly dissatisfied with the outcome. That is, we do not presuppose that the
agency is right, and that the objective is to convince the public of this. Our perspective is that
agencies do public involvement because they genuinely care about soliciting the public’s input.
At the same time, agencies do not want worthwhile projects to be stalled or cancelled because
conflicts with members of the public cannot be satisfactorily resolved. So the question is how to
carry out public involvement processes so that the beneficial projects have the best possible
chance of acceptance, and the public will feel that their opinions were fairly heard and
considered.
We began this research with the presumption that when the public opposes projects, it
does so because it does not understand them, and that better information, more clearly exhibited,
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could do much to solve the problem. However, our early results led us to conclude that
information was typically not a fatal problem. The larger issue seemed to be a lack of an
adequate organizational structure for recognizing and resolving the many types of conflicts that
could potentially emerge during the public involvement process.
Our research ultimately has focused on using case studies of public involvement efforts
in Minnesota and around the U.S. to understand the reasons why conflicts arise, and to develop
new public involvement methods to anticipate and manage the different types of conflict.

1.1

History of Transportation Public Involvement
From the 1920s through the mid 1960s, public involvement was not a significant

component of transportation planning efforts. The primary method over this timeframe was to
use the “systems approach” to estimate travel demand and to plan transportation systems which
would adequately meet this demand. Increased levels of automobile use were widely seen as
representing desirable societal progress, and the issues of social and environmental impact
resulting from the associated facilities were not of great concern.
A watershed of the systems approach referenced above was the Chicago Area
Transportation Study (CATS), which was completed in 1955. Transportation networks were
evaluated on the basis of economic efficiency, defined as the maximum amount of travel carried
at the least costs. (1) The CATS study served as the standard for many other subsequent studies
conducted by other cities.
The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1962 was the first federal legislation to mandate
transportation planning as a condition for receiving federal funds in urbanized areas. Federal
guidance associated with this act established the “3C” approach—planning should be
“continuing, comprehensive, and cooperative.” This act also established community concerns as
an element of planning; one of the ten basic elements of the 3C planning process was “Social and
community-value factors, such as preservation of open space, parks, and recreational facilities;
preservation of historical sites and buildings; environmental amenities; and aesthetics.”
However, the overall approach was still technical analysis from a systems perspective, refining
and using methods established with the CATS study.
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As the 1960s progressed, two factors led to an increased interest in local impacts and
public participation regarding the planning of roadways. First, the construction of the federal
interstate system created significant impacts to local resources and neighborhoods. Second,
society was becoming more aware of issues such as protection of the environment and concern
for low-income and/or minority populations. (1) The Federal-Aid-Highway Act of 1968
incorporated several provisions that were designed to protect the environment and reduce the
negative effects of highway construction. This included requiring public hearings on the
economic, social, and environmental effects of proposed highway projects. [Weiner, page 74]
Generally, these hearings were only held late in the project development process.
An important step regarding public involvement efforts for transportation projects
involving federal funding was the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
(NEPA). This act reflected increasing societal concerns with impacts associated with large public
projects. It required that Environmental Impact Statements (EISs) be prepared for substantial
projects involving federal funding which have a potential for environmental impact. Under EIS
guidelines, transportation authorities must seek comments from local jurisdictions on the EIS
documentation, and must make these documents available for the public to review and comment
upon. Public hearings are also an important part of the EIS process.
Another turning point in the development of public involvement efforts for transportation
projects was the passage of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
(ISTEA). The basic principles and goals associated with ISTEA were continued with the
subsequent major transportation funding legislation, Transportation Equity Act for the 21st
Century (1998).
An important component of the ISTEA legislation was to require more extensive public
involvement transportation policy and planning efforts. Federal regulations implementing the
planning provisions of ISTEA include the following language: “Public involvement processes
shall be proactive and provide complete information, timely public notice, full public access to
key decisions, and opportunities for early and continuing involvement.” This was a shift from the
NEPA requirements for public involvement, which generally resulted in “end-of-the pipeline” PI
efforts. (2)
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1.2

Current Mn/DOT Practice
Federal guidelines do not recommend specific public involvement procedures or actions;

rather, they allow substantial flexibility to state and local authorities to structure their efforts to
meet the needs of the given project and the local issues to be addressed. The Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), jointly with the Federal Transit Authority (FTA), published Public
Involvement Techniques for Transportation Decision Making in 1996. (3) This lengthy document
provides information regarding a broad range of techniques that can be used in public
involvement efforts. It also proposes five key guidelines for public involvement efforts:
•

Act in accord with basic democratic principles.

•

Provide continuous contact between agency and non-agency people throughout
transportation decision making.

•

Use a variety of public involvement techniques.

•

Provide active outreach to the public.

•

Focus public participation on decision points.

Subsequently, the Minnesota Department of Transportation (Mn/DOT) prepared a
document titled Hear Every Voice (June 1999). (4) The stated document purpose is “To provide
statewide guidance for Mn/DOT planners and project managers on designing and implementing
public involvement programs to achieve Mn/DOT’s strategic vision of putting our customers
first and balancing their interests to achieve the greatest public good.” This document provides
guidance regarding public involvement efforts in light of the larger Mn/DOT planning,
programming, and project delivery processes.
Hear Every Voice states that public involvement plans should be prepared for all
Mn/DOT plans and projects.
Certain Mn/DOT personnel are responsible for overseeing public involvement programs for
specific projects, and for various types of transportation plans. For these people, developing
public involvement plans is a critical task. The level of detail of the plan will depend on the
magnitude and potential impacts of the project or plan. [page 21]

Mn/DOT’s core elements of public involvement efforts are summarized in Hear Every
Voice as follows:
•

Early and Continuing Public Involvement opportunities throughout the
transportation planning and programming process.
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•

Timely Information about transportation issues and processes to citizens, other
interested parties, and segments of the community affected by transportation
plans, programs and projects.

•

Reasonable Public Access to technical and policy information used in the
development of the plan and the State Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP).

•

Adequate Public Notice of public involvement activities and time for public
review and comment at key decision points, including, but not limited to, action
on the plan and STIP.

•

A process for demonstrating Explicit Consideration and Response to public
input during the planning and program development process.

•

A process for Seeking Out and Considering the Needs of those Traditionally
Underserved by existing transportation systems, such as low-income and
minority households which may face challenges accessing employment and other
amenities.

•

Periodic Review of the effectiveness of the public involvement process to ensure
that the process provides full and open access to all and revision of the process as
necessary.

Guidance information for preparing public involvement plans is provided under the
following headings:
•

Identify and assess stakeholders and their issues

•

Define the objectives of your public involvement effort

•

Identify public involvement activities

•

Evaluation

Both of these documents have proven to be of value to project managers preparing and
executing public involvement plans. However, from the perspective of this research, they are
both incomplete, in that they focus primarily on the “logistics” of how to do public involvement,
with little explicit guidance on how to manage conflict. That is, they more or less assume that
conflict will be limited or easily managed, and thus focus more on specific public involvement
techniques, and when, why, and how to use them. This is entirely appropriate; their aim is to
serve as basic manuals for users who may have little experience in this area.
Thus our research here should be seen as complementary to the existing Mn/DOT
guidance; we are assuming familiarity with the techniques of public involvement, and are
concerned instead with the management of the process more generally. In particular, we are
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interested in situations where significant conflict is likely to arise, and in how the public
involvement process should be approached differently in these cases.
There is some existing guidance in this regard. For example, Hear Every Voice briefly
discusses Systematic Development of Informed Consent (SDIC©). (5) The SDIC approach is a
proprietary product of the Institute for Participatory Management and Planning, intended to be
used to comprehensively guide public involvement planning. It aims to demonstrate the
legitimacy of the public agency’s role and the legitimacy of a given plan or project to address a
serious need. The basis of the SDIC approach is that once legitimacy can be demonstrated in this
way, the given agency can generally achieve informed consent.
Informed consent is usually far short of unanimous support or consensus. It is, however, enough
of an agreement so that each interest or individual with the capability of vetoing a proposed
course of action is persuaded that they can live with the consequences. [Page 50]

There are also a number of case studies in the literature in which significant conflict was
successfully managed. Some of these will be discussed in chapter 3 of this report. However, the
value of case studies can be limited in that every situation is different. There are likely general
principles that are broadly useful, but it can be hard to discern these general principles from
situation-specific tactics that might not be as successful elsewhere.
Ultimately our research identifies several different, largely independent types of conflict,
each of which needs to be addressed in its own way. Thus this work moves beyond the hit-ormiss approach of using particular case studies for guidance. It also improves upon the one-sizefits-all approach of SDIC. By customizing conflict management to the particular type of conflict
being experienced, it should be possible for public involvement managers to work more
efficiently with greater probability of success.

1.3

Research Methodology and Report Outline
Our primary methodology was to examine a number of examples of public involvement

processes with varying degrees and types of difficulty and different levels of success. We were
fortunate from a research standpoint that a local project in St. Paul, Ayd Mill Road had the three
characteristics of having been generally well run with good intentions, of having been plagued
by many different sources of conflict, and of being extremely well documented in a
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neighborhood newspaper. We also discussed the public involvement process for this project with
a number of individuals who participated in a variety of ways. This very complex process was
our primary source of reasons why public involvement can turn out badly.
We then contrasted the characteristics of this project and its public involvement process
with other projects for which the public involvement efforts were more successful. Two of these
were Minnesota projects, which we studied through newspaper coverage and interviews with
participants; the other was a project in San Diego, for which we relied on published articles and
interviews with a key participant.
The remainder of the report is organized into four chapters. Chapter 2 discusses the Ayd
Mill Road case study at considerable length, as this was our primary original source of
information. Chapter 3 describes the other case studies from Minnesota and San Diego, in
somewhat less detail.
Chapter 4 then draws on the information presented in these case studies and in interviews
with participants to develop a framework for describing different types of conflict. The objective
of this framework is to give public involvement managers the ability to reduce seemingly
complex and unique conflicts to a short list of basic conflict types. Given this short list, it
becomes possible to discuss systematically how to manage the public involvement process to
address basic types of conflict; and by extension, more complex real-world combinations of
them. This chapter contains the primary results of this research.
Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the findings of the research and suggests avenues for
further development of the ideas that it has generated. It also moves briefly into the more
theoretical and philosophical realm of how the broader system of transportation public
involvement could be organized so as to provide formal mechanisms for dealing with different
types of conflict at the appropriate level of discussion.
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2

The Ayd Mill Road Project
Ayd Mill Road (AMR) is a 1.6-mile stretch of roadway that was initially planned to be a

link between two major freeways a couple of miles from downtown St. Paul. The existing
roadway was constructed in the 1960s but was not linked directly at the north end due to local
opposition, or at the south end because the freeway was not complete. In 1987, the southern
freeway was in place at the intersection with AMR, but no connection was built. From 1988 to
the present, there has been an on-going decision process involving how to best provide linkage
between the interstates and AMR, or whether AMR should exist at all.
The key considerations driving the public discussion of Ayd Mill Road were the
following:
•

There was no direct connection between I-35E south of downtown St. Paul and I94 to the west. The three most convenient indirect connections were 1) AMR, 2) a
sequence of streets on the periphery of downtown (the “official” connection), and
3) local streets roughly parallel to AMR.

•

Because AMR was not directly connected to the freeways on either end, drivers
wishing to use it needed to use about half a mile of local streets. This was a major
issue on the south end because these streets were residential and already heavily
traveled. Also, many drivers used the local streets for the entire distance between
the freeways because AMR was relatively short and difficult to access.

•

The connection through local streets on the north end was less problematic
because these streets were mostly commercial and built to carry large volumes.
However, while the present volumes were manageable, nearby residents opposed
any increase in volume, such as might happen if the south end were connected.

•

A direct south end connection (freeway-style ramp) was built in the early 1990s to
support a separate bridge maintenance project and was subsequently closed with
earthen berms once the maintenance project was completed. Thus, providing this
connection would have simply been a matter of removing earthen barriers.
Building an enhanced north end connection would have been much more costly
and disruptive to the local area due to right-of-way needs.

•

For most of its length AMR was in a wide, low trench; it was almost always
separated by grade, distance, and vegetation from the housing on either side of it.
There were active railroad tracks running the length of the corridor. Because of
these characteristics, the corridor was well suited to be used as a highway; it did
not seem as well suited for any other purpose.

•

Given the configuration of the regional highway network, AMR served primarily
trips that either originate or terminate near AMR. There were better routes
available for longer-distance travel between the suburbs south of St. Paul, and
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Minneapolis to the west. As a result, AMR was lightly traveled; many local
arterials carried similar traffic loads.
The Ayd Mill Road project was selected as a case study because of the following factors:
•

It has involved very extensive public involvement efforts

•

It has a broad range of stake holders with many different interests

•

It has been a lengthy process with much activity, in terms of technical analysis,
public involvement, and political action

•

It has been quite controversial with a relatively high degree of conflict

In short, this project has involved many issues, groups, and actions. In ways it is a classic
conflict of system improvements versus local impacts. However, it has other more complex and
potentially illuminating aspects. It was also extensively and consistently covered in a highquality neighborhood newspaper, thus allowing a detailed investigation of the events and issues
associated with the project. Except where noted, the information presented here is summarized
from numerous stories on the AMR project in the Highland Villager. (6)

2.1

Project Background
Ayd Mill Road was constructed in the 1960s as a four lane divided roadway and was

intended to provide a link between I-35E at the south and I-94 at the north (Figure 1). The
connection to I-94 was to be in the vicinity of Fairview Avenue. However, this connection was
not made due to strong local opposition, and travel between the two roads was through about half
a mile of mostly commercial local streets. The completion of I-35E was delayed for decades
because of local opposition. Thus, there was no connection, direct or indirect, to I-35E at the
south end of AMR until I-35E was opened north as far as AMR in 1987. Prior to 1987, AMR
served only local traffic.
Once I-35E opened, the level of traffic on AMR increased substantially. However, in an
agreement made with opponents to the completion of I-35E, ramps between I-35E and AMR
were not constructed in 1987. Thus, motorists wishing to move between AMR and I-35E had to
follow a route of about half a mile through already heavily traveled residential streets. This
caused high levels of congestion on these streets during the morning and afternoon peak traffic
times with associated impacts to local residents.
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Interstate 94

Proposed
downtown
connection
(one mile east)

Snelling Ave.

Selby Ave.
Lexington Ave.

Ayd Mill Road
Direct south end
connection

Interstate 35E

Figure 1: Ayd Mill Road area. Red lines are street connections between AMR and freeways.

Mayor George Latimer took an active interest in the issues associated with Ayd Mill
Road in 1987. In March of 1988 a task force began meeting to formally discuss possible options
regarding the future of AMR. This task force was brought together by the City of St. Paul, and
included representatives of four district councils, six community councils, three business
associations, and a number of other neighborhood groups. In late 1988, the task force finalized a
report with recommendations that it forwarded to the St. Paul Planning Commission. This report
is of significant interest because it introduced and clarified some of the basic planning factors
that have been at issue since that time.
The first recommendation made by the task force was that a connection be made between
I-35E and westbound I-94 where the two interstates meet close to downtown St. Paul. The
reasoning behind such a connection was that this would keep regional traffic from entering AMR
and, thus, limit local impacts associated with the roadway. The task force also recognized that
traffic congestion at the south end of AMR was a serious issue that had to be addressed. The
report recommended that a direct connection be implemented between AMR and I-35E to
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alleviate this congestion. However, the task force recommended that this improvement not be
made until a way to address traffic issues at the north end of AMR was determined and
implemented. Residents at the north end of AMR were concerned that opening the direct
connection between I-35E and AMR would greatly increase the overall traffic levels on AMR,
which would then be deposited onto the connection at Selby Avenue; this connection had not
been designed for high traffic volumes. The task force had ruled out direct connections between
AMR and I-94 because of concerns that this approach, combined with a direct connection
between AMR and I-35E, would lead to freeway-like conditions on AMR. The task force did not
recommend any specific north-end alternatives, but recommended that such alternatives be
evaluated in an up-coming Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process.
The St. Paul Planning Commission essentially approved the Task Force’s report and
associated recommendations, but made one major revision. Citing high costs, design problems,
and relatively low anticipated volume, the Planning Commission eliminated the option of
connecting I-35E directly to westbound I-94. Task Force members, once they saw information
provided by Mn/DOT regarding the cost and construction requirements associated with this
connection, agreed that this was not a viable option. Minus the “downtown connection” of I-35E
to westbound I-94, the Planning Commission passed along the recommendation of the Task
Force to the St. Paul City Council in early 1989. The Planning Commission concurred with the
Task Force that the issues in the study area were serious enough to warrant an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). Later in 1989, the City Council concurred that an EIS process was
warranted. However, funding was not available for this very expensive process.
During the 1991 Minnesota Legislative session Representative Art Seaberg introduced a
bill calling for a direct connection between AMR and I-35E to be constructed. Such a connection
had been estimated to cost approximately $300,000. This bill came at the request of constituents
who commute from Dakota County to St. Paul. The bill was not acted upon during the 1991
session, but a decision was made to start the hearing process in the fall of 1991. This hearing
took place in the form of a public meeting of the state Surface Transportation Subcommittee
meeting on October 1, 1991. Approximately 150 area residents attended the meeting, which took
place at Concordia College. Almost all of the citizens who spoke were residents of the project
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area; only one individual from Dakota County testified. As reported by the Highland Villager,
the key points of the citizen testimony may be summarized as follows:
•

Residents at the north end of AMR did not wish any direct connection at the south
end of AMR, because of the additional traffic this would generate and feed
through their neighborhood.

•

Residents at the south end of AMR wanted the connection to be built because of
the severe local congestion caused by motorists using local streets to access AMR
from I-35E and vice versa.

•

St. Paul residents resented the fact that they had to bear impacts associated with
suburban motorists.

Also at issue at the public hearing was the question of who was responsible for paying for
the work associated with the environmental impact (EIS) process which the St. Paul City Council
had earlier determined was necessary to address the planning/technical aspects of the overall
debate. Earlier in 1991, the City of St. Paul had approved $250,000 for the EIS, with the
recognition that this would only cover a portion of the costs, and holding the position that
Mn/DOT should pay some or all of the rest of these costs. Mn/DOT’s position, however, was
that this was a city street, not a regional highway. Thus, Mn/DOT contended that it had no
jurisdiction to spend trunk highway funds on such a study.
In 1992, Mn/DOT and the City of St. Paul worked out an arrangement whereby a direct
connection between I-35E and AMR was constructed to accommodate additional traffic
anticipated to result on I-35E from the closing of the Lafayette Bridge for extensive maintenance
activities. This connection took the form of ramps from northbound I-35E to northbound AMR
and southbound AMR to southbound I-35E. Mn/DOT agreed to restrictions regarding what types
of vehicles could use AMR at what times, and agreed to pay $300,000 towards an EIS for the
AMR decision process. At the completion of the Lafayette maintenance work, which lasted
approximately four months, mounds of dirt were placed over the direct connections, and the old
system was put in place of routing motorists moving between I-35E and AMR onto city streets.

2.2

Environmental Impact Statement Scoping Phase (1993 – 1995)
In 1993 the preliminary portion (the “scoping phase”) of the Ayd Mill Road EIS process

was initiated. The basic function of this phase was to identify alternatives to be studied in the
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Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). A second AMR Task Force was formed in early
1993 to meet regularly and provide input into the scoping phase work. This second Task Force
was initially headed up by representatives of the Saint Paul Public Works Department and the
Planning and Economic Development Department, and had broader representation than the first
AMR Task Force. The organizations represented in the new Task Force included (1):
•

Nine city planning districts

•

Five business-related organizations

•

Metropolitan Council, Ramsey and Dakota Counties

Between September of 1993 and March of 1995, the AMR Task Force met regularly to
discuss potential AMR alternatives. Over this period of time, technical analysis was routinely
prepared and presented by the planning/engineering consultant hired by the City of St. Paul, SRF
Consulting Group (SRF). With such a broad range of representatives, many alternatives were
proposed and assessed. One of the options that was introduced and received much discussion
was the linear park alternative, whereby the roadway would be removed and replaced by a park.
In addition, there was much discussion regarding the “downtown connection” of I-35E to
westbound I-94 that had been introduced by the first AMR Task Force but then rejected as being
not viable by the St. Paul Planning Commission (see previous discussion). In the end, the
following Alternatives were forwarded to the St. Paul Planning Commission as alternatives
recommended to be studied in the DEIS:
1. No build
2. A downtown direct connection between I-35E and westbound I-94
3. Transportation system management/travel demand management
4. Removal of AMR roadway and construction of a linear park including a trail system
for hikers and bicyclists
5. A two-lane street with a split diamond interchange at I-94 (using Pascal Avenue and a
railroad spur between Pascal and Hamline), and a direct connection to I-35E
6. A four-lane expressway with a split diamond interchange at I-94 (using the same
alignments as the previously-listed alternative), and a direct connection to I-35E
7. A four-lane expressway with a freeway-to-freeway interchange at I-94 (following the
railroad spur between Pascal and Hamline), and a direct connection to I-35E
8. A limited access freeway with an interchange with I-94 at Fairview (following an
existing railway alignment), and a direct connection with I-35E
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9. Use of High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes in at least four of the above
alternatives.
In April of 1995 the St. Paul Planning Commission reviewed the above alternatives, and
eliminated the following from the list before passing it along to the City Council:
•

Downtown I-35E/westbound I-94 connection (Alternative 2)

•

Linear park (Alternative 4)

•

Two lane alternative with indirect (split diamond) I-94 connection and direct I35E connection (Alternative 5)

•

Limited access freeway with I-94 connection at Fairview (Alternative 8)

At a May 10, 1995 public hearing for the AMR decision process, a number of residents
reacted angrily to the removal of these options. There was a perception that much of the time and
effort spent by participants of the AMR Task Force wasted. One Task Force member complained
of “blatant disregard” from the Planning Commission.
On May 24, 1995, the City Council voted to restore the linear park option and the two
lane option to the list of alternatives to be studied in the DEIS. In addition, a limited access
freeway option was added back to the list but with an I-94 interchange using the railway spur
alignment between Pascal and Hamline, rather than an interchange at Fairview (this alignment
would have had far fewer local impacts than the Fairview alignment). Thus, the most significant
elimination was the downtown connection; the City Council justified elimination of the
downtown connection alternative on the grounds of high cost, the difficulty in physically
constructing the link, and the relatively low anticipated demand for such a link.

2.3

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (1996 – 1999)
In late 1995, the City of St. Paul approved $750,000 in Capital Improvement Budget to

continue the EIS process. The phase to begin at this point was the preparation of the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS). (7) This work began in spring of 1996, and was
conducted by SRF Consulting Group. The Responsible Government Unit (RGU) for the DEIS
was the City of St. Paul. The Minnesota Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway
Administration were also signatories of the final DEIS document. The purpose of the DEIS was
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to formally assess the environmental impacts, including traffic impacts, associated with the
alternatives (including No Action) identified in the scoping process as discussed above.
Many events transpired between 1996 and 1999 as part of the DEIS process. Rather than
present them in a strict chronological order, these events will be addressed under the following
headings:

2.3.1

•

Assessment of traffic impacts

•

Formation/involvement of new groups and issues

•

Determination of preferred alternative

Assessment of Traffic Impacts
One of the key areas of analysis performed in the DEIS concerned traffic impacts

associated with the various alternatives. SRF performed analysis of anticipated traffic levels on
key roadway segments and intersections as part of the alternatives under study. Key findings
from the DEIS analysis are summarized as follows:
•

The Linear Park Alternative (which would remove the AMR roadway) would
distribute existing AMR trips to parallel north-south streets, most notably
Lexington, which would experience a “high increase” in traffic volume (DEIS,
ES10). It would also preclude the two- and four-lane connection alternatives (see
below).

•

The two- and four-lane connection options would divert motorists from existing
city streets, leading to a large decrease in peak hour traffic levels along Snelling,
Pascal, Lexington, Selby, Jefferson, and Randolph. The four- lane option would
divert significantly more traffic from city streets than the two-lane option. The
two- and four-lane options would both lead to large increases in traffic levels on
St. Anthony and Concordia Avenues, which serve as frontage roads for I-94.
(DEIS, Table ES-2). The two-and four-lane AMR connection alternatives would
do the most to relieve severe congestion levels in the vicinity of the
Randolph/Lexington intersection. (DEIS tables 4.6 and 4.7)

•

Under the No Build Alternative, six intersections would be operating over
capacity (level of service F) in 2020: Snelling/St. Anthony (AM peak)
Snelling/Concordia (PM peak), Snelling/Grand (PM peak), Lexington/Randolph
(PM Peak), Randolph/I-35E West Ramps (PM peak), and Randolph/I-35E east
Ramps (AM and PM peaks).

•

Under the Linear Park alternative, three intersections would be operating over
capacity in 2020: Snelling/Concordia (PM peak), Lexington/Randolph (PM peak),
and Randolph/I-35E east ramps (PM peak).
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•

2.3.2

Under the Two- or Four-Lane Connected AMR alternatives, no intersections in
the study area would be over capacity.

Formation of New Groups and Issues
During the AMR DEIS process, three new activist groups were formed and have become

important stakeholders in the overall decision process: Neighborhoods First!, Citizens for Safe
Streets, and No Connect Coalition. Neighborhoods First! was formed in Spring 1998. Its primary
issue was, and has remained, the promotion of the linear park concept. It has been a very active
and organized group. It has been very vocal at public meetings.
Citizens for Safe Streets was formed in late 1998 and is made up primarily of residents
along either side of Lexington Avenue. It was formed in response to growing discussion and
consideration the linear park alternative. Citizens for Safe Streets has the position that closing
AMR would only distribute AMR trips to other north-south roadways, most notably Lexington.
Lexington is already one of the busiest north-south roadways in the study area and has a
relatively high accident rate. Unlike AMR, Lexington is also residential along essentially its
entire length. Accordingly, Citizens for Safe Streets is opposed to the linear park alternative.
The No Connect Coalition was formed in 1999 to oppose AMR alternatives involving the
connection of AMR to I-35E and I-94. They supported the Task Force’s eventual
recommendation of removing AMR and replacing it with a linear park (see section 2.3.3.
discussion). The No Connect coalition was made of made up of members of the Snelling
Hamline, Merriam Park, Lexington Hamline and Midway district planning councils,
Neighborhoods First!, the Sierra Club, the Clean Water Action Alliance, 1,000 Friends of
Minnesota, and Transit for Livable Communities. It became very active in response to the St.
Paul Planning Commission’s vote in October of 1999 rejecting the AMR Task Force choice and
instead recommending a four-lane AMR connection alternative to the City Council.
2.3.3

Determination of Preferred Alternative
Under the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) guidelines, a DEIS is used to

evaluate a range of alternatives to narrow down to a Preferred Alternative. The Preferred
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Alternative is then studied in more complete detail in a Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS).
After being reviewed and approved by the AMR Task Force, the St. Paul Planning
Commission, and the St. Paul City Council, the AMR DEIS was put on 30-day public notice in
February of 1999. A joint St. Paul Planning Commission/City Council public hearing on the
DEIS was held on March 24, 1999. The procedures were structured such that parties engaged in
the planning process could use the analysis in the DEIS, as well as comments made during the
public notice period and during the public hearing, to factor into the selection of a Preferred
Alternative.
Even before the DEIS went on public notice, stakeholder organizations began to discuss
and identify what they considered to be preferred alternatives. As of March 1999, stakeholder
organizations had determined preferred alternatives as identified below:
•

Merriam Park Community Council: No Build (leave AMR as is)

•

Snelling-Hamline Community Council: Linear Park

•

Lexington-Hamline Community Council: Linear Park

•

Summit-University Planning Council: four-lane connected roadway

•

Macalester-Groveland Community Council: two-lane connected roadway

•

Summit Hill Association: two-lane connected roadway

•

Highland District Council: two- or four-lane connected roadway

•

Midway Area Chamber of Commerce: two- or four-lane connected roadway

•

Snelling-Selby Business Association: two- or four-lane connected roadway, if
access from Ayd Mill Road to Selby Avenue is preserved, otherwise No Build

•

Grand Avenue Business Association: decided not to take a position

The DEIS public hearing on March 24, 1999 drew more than 120 people, and
approximately three dozen people spoke. Supporters of the Linear Park concept presented a
petition signed by more than 1,200 people. They repeatedly stressed the enhanced quality of life
that would result from a park. “Parks make cities a more desirable place to live,” said one
Merriam Park resident and Neighborhoods First! member.
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Petitions in support of the two or four-lane connect alternatives were also presented. A
Summit Hill resident and Citizens for Safe Streets member stated, “More and more cars are using
Lexington Parkway today as a de facto freeway connection.” He urged the city to connect Ayd
Mill Road and “disconnect Lexington.” Another member of Citizens for Safe Streets noted that
“Nobody lives on Ayd Mill Road, but thousands of people live on or one block away from
Lexington Parkway.”
A representative of the Midway Area Chamber of Commerce spoke of the importance of
providing a connected AMR to support access to and economic activity in the midway area.
Concordia University President voiced concern regarding the encroachment on University
facilities, which the north AMR extension to Concordia/St. Anthony could have done.
After the public hearing the next step in the overall process was for the AMR Task Force
to determine its choice of a Preferred Alternative. A vote was held on August 23, 1999. The
system that was selected by the City of St. Paul is summarized below:
•

Thirteen organizations were represented on the AMR Task Force. There were 21
total representatives (some organizations had more than one representative). Each
representative got one vote, except for one of the Co-chairs of the Task Force who
was also on the St. Paul Planning Commission (he abstained from voting).

•

Each voting representative gave each AMR alternative a ranking of 1 (worst) to 3
(best). The AMR alternatives were: No Build, Transportation System
Management/Travel Demand Management (TSM/TDM), Linear Park, Two-Lane
Connected AMR, Four-Lane Connected AMR (four sub-options).

•

The alternative with the most points would be the Task Force’s Preferred
Alternative.

•

The linear park alternative received the most votes with 47. The remaining
alternatives, in order of votes, were: TSM/TDM (42 votes), No-Build (42 votes),
Two Lane Connection (40 votes), Four Lane Connection (28 votes—averaged
from the sub-option grading).

There was significant discord regarding the outcome of the August 23 vote. While the
supporters of the Linear Park Alternative were obviously pleased with the outcome, those
opposed to the linear park questioned the result. Representatives of two neighborhood planning
districts (Summit Hill Association and the West 7th/Fort Road Federation) gave the highest
ranking to the linear park alternative, even though their respective organizations had previously
given the highest ranking to the two-lane connected AMR alternative. On the other hand, two
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Snelling-Hamline District Council representatives voted for the linear park because that is what
their organization favored, even though they reportedly did not personally support this
alternative. A representative of the St. Paul Department of Public Works questioned the validity
of the voting based upon changes in representatives to the Task Force relatively shortly before
the Task Force final vote. Some Task Force members were frustrated with the points system used
in the final vote, which they felt made it possible for park supporters to organize around a single
option while road supporters split their votes among several.
On October 22, 1999, the St. Paul Planning Commission chose not to follow the
recommendation of the AMR Task force, and voted in favor of a four-lane connected AMR
alternative in which one lane in each direction would be dedicated to high occupancy vehicles
(HOVs). A Planning Commission member stated during this meeting that the four-lane option
was the best way to provide traffic relief for local north-south streets, especially Lexington. “If
you get rid of the roadway, you don’t get rid of the traffic,” he said. “With the four-lane
roadway, we have a very substantial opportunity to get traffic off of residential streets and onto
Ayd Mill Road.” This individual said after the vote that usually the Planning Commission
adheres to recommendations from its citizen task forces. However, he said that this task force’s
recommendation was “substantially diminished” by the process used to arrive at it.
In December of 1999, the Mayor agreed with the Planning Commission and
recommended to the City Council that it adopt the four-lane connection option.
At a City Council meeting on December 22, 1999, approximately 200 members of the No
Connect Coalition filled the City Council chambers. Many coalition members in attendance held
signs or wore tape over their mouths. In a letter to the mayor and the City Council, the coalition
explained that this silence was a form of protest against what they perceived as disregard of their
concerns at the public hearing, in environmental impact study comments, and at Planning
Commission meetings. According to the Highland Villager account, the No Connect Coalition
contingent dwarfed the half dozen members of Citizens for Safe Streets who attended the
Council meeting.
At a City Council Meeting on April 12, 2000, the council voted 5-2 to select a two-lane
connected roadway as its Preferred Alternative. The adopted resolution stipulated a 35 mile per
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hour speed limit and a ban on trucks (except for local delivery trucks). Ayd Mill Road to be
connected directly to I-35E with ramps at the south end and indirectly through existing I-94
frontage roads at the north end. This resolution had been put forth as a compromise approach
between the linear park alternative formally recommended by the AMR Task Force and the fourlane connected roadway approach favored by the city Planning Commission.
More than 70 protesters, wearing red ribbons and waving signs, filled the council
chambers prior to the vote. Many of the protesters were members of the No Connection
Coalition. As stated in the Highland Villager account, “While they [the protesters] were not
allowed to testify, they made themselves heard by boos, hisses and name-calling during the
council’s deliberations…After the council vote, several coalition members chanted, “No
Connect, we’ll be back.”
As a postscript, this resolution was never implemented. The highway continued in its
existing unconnected state for two more years, at which point a new mayor unilaterally declared
a one-year experiment in which the existing south end connection was opened, and north end
traffic was partially rerouted to split it between two different routes to I-94. After several
variations and measurement of impacts, a version of this general approach was continued
indefinitely. A “permanent” solution has not yet been agreed upon as of the time of this writing.
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3

Other Public Involvement Case Studies

3.1

Piedmont Avenue, Duluth, Minnesota
The Piedmont Avenue project will upgrade 1.3 miles of a two-lane roadway just

southwest of downtown Duluth to four lanes. Piedmont Avenue is Trunk Highway 53 at this
location; the project is being constructed by Mn/DOT. The southern terminus of the project is
approximately one half mile north of the TH 53 exit off of I-35. From the project location, TH 53
continues north through Virginia, Minnesota to International Falls, and is a major route to the
Iron Range and recreational destinations in the region. Thus, TH 53 carries a substantial amount
of regional traffic, particularly during the summer months.
Due to on-going congestion and safety problems on this stretch of roadway, there had
been discussions regarding its expansion and improvement for decades. In 1991 there were two
major accidents on the project roadway, which focused added attention to the problem, and
Mn/DOT started acquiring land for the expansion at this time. Construction was set for 1995, but
the project was put on hold due to funding constraints. In 2000, funding was secured by
Mn/DOT for the project, and final design and construction activities were commenced. The
project is currently (spring 2004) under construction. With a current estimated cost of $ 22
million, it is the largest road construction project in Duluth since the controversial project to
complete I-35 through Duluth in the late 1980s and early 90s. The initial estimated cost in 2000
had been $18.4 million.
The Piedmont Avenue project had potential to generate much controversy. It runs
through an established and attractive neighborhood called Lincoln Park. It will widen the
roadway from 40 feet to 80 feet. The widening and re-aligning required over 80 property
acquisitions, most of them residential.
Public involvement for the project began in 1989, when Mn/DOT worked with a group of
six prominent local residents (one of whom was a City Council member) to get local input to use
in developing preliminary layouts (design plans). When the project was re-initiated in 2000,
Mn/DOT used the layouts (design plans) from the 1989/90 process as their baseline design. They
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met on various occasions with a group of 40 community leaders starting in August of 2000 to
review and update the design. Preliminary revised layouts were presented at a public hearing in
October of 2000 so Mn/DOT could receive comments. Mn/DOT met with a separate group (the
“Focus Group”, with members appointed by a City Council member) three times in 2001 to
discuss final landscaping and aesthetic aspects of the design. The final design was presented at a
public hearing in November of 2001 and met with a generally favorable response.
A basic factor in understanding the public’s feelings toward the project is that there was
widespread local sentiment that the existing conditions were unsafe and in strong need of
improvement. As indicated previously, this stretch carries regional and local traffic, and often
faces difficult congestion and safety problems, particularly during the summer months with
recreational traffic. In 2000 one resident stated:
“I’ve heard about this so often and they have diverted funds before [as in 1995, see
above]. Once I see the shovels start working, then I’ll get excited about it happening.
They’ve got to do something soon. The traffic is getting worse and worse.” (Duluth
News-Tribune, June 8, 2000) (8)
Contrary to the Ayd Mill Road Project, there do not seem to be significant distinctions
between “winners” and “losers” associated with different locations within the project corridor. It
appears most local residents, other than perhaps those whose properties were acquired,
acknowledged the need for the improvements and even welcomed the project.
The primary concerns raised by the residents, thus, were not associated with the
legitimacy of the project, but rather design aspects of it. While some of these issues did get
relatively contentious, Mn/DOT was able to address them through effective public involvement
efforts and discussions, and revisions to the project (with associated additional costs).
Probably the central issue raised by local residents was that they did not want the new
roadway to split the existing neighborhood and disrupt its feel and context. Mn/DOT went to
great lengths (and significant cost) to provide a design which: a) was aesthetically attractive, and
b) maximized connectivity between the two sides of the roadway. While approximately 100 trees
had to be removed as part of the project, they were to be replaced by about 1,000 trees. The
bridges associated with the project will be constructed with molded concrete to look like
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traditional bridges in Duluth, and “old-style” lighting and wrought iron accents will be used
throughout the corridor. At the November 2001 public hearing the following comment was
typical: “We were really impressed with the landscaping…I really love the lighting fixtures”.
Connection between the two sides of the roadway will be provided by a vehicle and
pedestrian overpass connecting Fifth Street with Fourth Street in the southern portion of the
project area, and a pedestrian underpass beneath the reconstructed roadway at 8th Street/22nd
Avenue in the central portion of the project area. To the north, Skyline Boulevard will be bridged
over Piedmont Avenue. These crossings are particularly important because there will be no
traffic signals (and associated protected pedestrian crossings) on the reconstructed roadway.
The Skyline Avenue Bridge was included into the project after local objections to having
an at-grade crossing between Skyline and Piedmont. According the local Mn/DOT project
engineer, the Skyline overpass, while costly, will improve the project from Mn/DOT’s
perspective because it will enhance mobility on the reconstructed roadway. A cost benefit
analysis on the overpass justified the its expense because of decreased delays on Piedmont.
Probably the most contentious issue in the project planning and design involved was the
pedestrian underpass beneath the reconstructed roadway at 8th Street/22nd Avenue. Mn/DOT
included this element to the overall project to address citizens’ concerns that the reconstructed
road should not be a physically and psychologically divide the neighborhood. Initially, the
underpass was to be at 9th Avenue, which was a central location in the project corridor. However
some local residents were alarmed that it would be a secluded refuge for anti-social and possibly
illegal activity. The debate essentially became one between advocates of biking/walking and
general connectivity on one hand, and those concerned with “hanging out” and delinquency
issues on the other. The local Mn/DOT project engineer reported that the citizens worked out a
compromise amongst themselves, which they then proposed to Mn/DOT. This position included
the underpass, but moved it somewhat to the south so that it would open to a park rather than to
directly adjacent homes. This approach was used in the final project design. (9)
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3.2

I-35E Bridge (Mississippi River, St. Paul) Replacement
The I-35E bridge over the Mississippi River was constructed in 1965. This crossing is

approximately 5 miles south and west of the I-35E/I-94 interchange at downtown St. Paul. While
the bridge is not extremely old, it has experienced significant structural problems due to the
construction method used to build it (“welded bridge”). In addition, the bridge has in recent years
become a substantial bottleneck during rush hour traffic. Prior to the current reconstruction
project, had two lanes in either direction with essentially no shoulders. In 1975 the bridge carried
16,700 vehicles per day, and by 1998 this figure had grown to 72,000 with the opening of I-35E
all the way north to I-94 at downtown St. Paul and rapid development to the south in Dakota
County. In 1998, Mn/DOT projected that traffic levels would increase to 115,000 vehicles per
day by 2015 and 131,000 in 2024. Due to the structural deficiencies and capacity shortage
referenced above, Mn/DOT decided in the mid 1990s that the bridge had to be reconstructed or
replaced.
From 1996 through the late 1990s, Mn/DOT held many stakeholder meetings and public
hearings to discuss and assess planning issues associated with the project.
The basic debate regarding the appropriate bridge design may be summed up as follows:
•

Those to the south (residents south of the River, the City of Lilydale, the City of
Mendota Heights, the City of Eagan, and Dakota County) wished the bridge to be
expanded to the greatest degree feasible. The primary perspective was to
minimize congestion and safety problems by adding substantial capacity to
accommodate existing and anticipated development in Dakota County.

•

Those to the north (residents north of the river, the City of St. Paul, Ramsey
County) wished the bridge to remain as close as possible to current dimensions
and capacity. The primary stated reasons for this position were: a) concern that a
large bridge would have undue impacts on Crosby Regional Park (a St. Paul park)
which includes the area under the bridge on the north shore of the Mississippi;
and b) concern that a large bridge would lead to future expectations that I-35E be
expanded and de-classified as a parkway north to downtown St. Paul. (Stemming
from earlier agreements with opponents to the construction of I-35E south of
downtown St. Paul, the stretch of I-35E from the Mississippi River north to I-94
has been formally designated as a parkway, with extensive landscaping, a
prohibition of heavy trucks, and a 45 mile per hour speed limit.)

The debate became quite heated. The St. Paul City Council unanimously passed a
resolution in March of 1998 that a substantially expanded bridge would harm Crosby park, that
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the new bridge should be as narrow as possible for minimal impact, that it should contain only
four through lanes, and that it should fit the same footprint as the old bridge. On the other side of
the debate, state Representative Tim Commers (R-Eagan, a city south of the bridge) stated, “We
should not have (Mn/DOT) picking plans because it has been beaten up by St. Paul.” (Pioneer
Press, April 2, 1998). (10) Stated Patrice Betaglia, a Dakota County Commissioner who
represents Lilydale, Mendota Heights, and Eagan, “This bridge is not about whether the traffic
will flow through to St. Paul. It is whether the traffic already flowing through St. Paul will be
able to have safe passage.”
To address the conflict associated with the bridge design, Mn/DOT established “nontraditional stakeholders group meetings.” This process was unique in that there was broad
representation of road users as well as local/activist groups. According to the Mn/DOT project
engineer for the bridge project, the primary groups represented were as follows:
•

Commuters

•

Social travelers

•

Emergency service providers

•

Pedestrians

•

Environmental advocates

•

Trucking interests

The group members were informed that there would be four meetings only, and that after
these took place, a preferred alternative would be identified. A key development in the planning
process for the bridge was the statement at one of these meetings by an ambulance operator that
more capacity and traffic by-pass ability was a critical need in terms of accessing the five major
hospitals downtown from points south. (11) (The existing bridge had no shoulders, so drivers
couldn’t get out of the way, and there was no way to get around them.) This perspective
resonated convincingly even with those desiring a limited bridge design; ultimately a 132 foot
wide design was selected. The original bridge was 68 feet wide and the alternatives under review
ranged from 82 feet to 140 feet. The selected alternative had the following features:
•

Two through lanes in each direction

•

One auxiliary lane in each direction (from the first exit to the north to the first exit
to the south)
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•

Four shoulders (two on the inside, two on the outside)

•

Eight foot space between inside shoulders

•

Eight to twelve foot bike/pedestrian trail

While the northern interests did concede a relatively large bridge design, the City of St.
Paul was able to secure assurances that the new bridge design would not expand into Crosby
Park, and assurances regarding Mn/DOT’s intentions not to widen of I-35E into downtown St.
Paul. The southern interests initially desired more through capacity than provided in the final
design, but found the ultimate compromise acceptable.

3.3

Mission Valley East Light Rail Transit (LRT) Extension Project (San
Diego, CA)
In the early and mid 1990s, the San Diego Metropolitan Transit Development Board

(MTDB) was in the planning phase of the Mission Valley East extension to link the two principal
LRT lines serving the region (the Blue and Orange lines). At the time of this planning work there
were approximately 40 miles of LRT route-miles in service. The Mission Valley East link, to be
approximately 5.5 miles, was seen as highly desirable from a system perspective for a number of
reasons including: a) it would close a loop of LRT service in the northeast portion of the greater
San Diego area; b) would connect San Diego State University (with over 35,000 students, faculty
and administrators) to the system; and c) would provide traffic congestion (and associated air
quality) relief along Mission Valley, a major east-west development corridor approximately five
miles north of downtown San Diego.
During the Mission Valley East planning phase two primary alternatives emerged;
an LRT line, and an express bus line designed to replicate LRT service to the greatest extent
feasible. There were two sub-alternatives for the LRT approach; one traveled along the north
side of the San Diego State University (SDSU) campus near Interstate 8 (which traverses the
length of the Mission Valley corridor), while the other looped to the south side of the campus
trough a tunnel. The “loop alignment” cost more but was projected to have higher ridership
because the station could be located at the main campus entrance and in proximity to potential
riders from the surrounding community. The loop alignment was strongly opposed by some
highly motivated local residents.
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MTDB staff tried for several years to address the situation and alleviate community
concerns regarding the LRT loop alternative by disseminating information through project
newsletters, information booths at shopping centers and other key locations, general public and
community group meetings, and educational open houses. For this project, these approaches did
not provide effective engagement with stakeholders to deal with diverse opinions. A public
relations firm was then hired by MTDB to assist with the public communications and
involvement process. Even with the utilization of this firm,
“MTDB found a small group of local and influential corridor residents was monopolizing
the community and political dialogue. By working through established community
organizations and political representatives, this small group of emotionally motivated
opponents was able to seize the spotlight from the more complacent supporters.” (12)
The local LRT opponents took the step of supporting the bus alternative before the
planning and environmental studies were completed, “not necessarily because they believed it
would best meet corridor travel demands, but because they opposed LRT and perceived the bus
alternative as preserving the status quo.” (13)
MTDB eventually found the situation to be untenable. The small group of highly
motivated LRT opponents was influencing the decision-making process prior to the completion
of technical analyses. The perspectives of less organized and less intensely motivated groups
were not being represented. The MTDB thus established a Project Review Committee (PRC) to
try to capture the diversity of opinions in the corridor. The PRC had 18 representatives and “was
comprised of diverse corridor stakeholders (residents, businesses, students, transit riders, SDSU,
public agencies) which included project opponents and proponents, in addition to those who
came to the table without strong biases.” The PRC met regularly for seven months to review and
discuss technical and community issues associated with the project.
The PRC process allowed for more balanced and reasoned discussion and
deliberation than had been taking place previously. Similar to the I-35E bridge project discussed
above, having all relevant perspectives represented at the table imposed discipline on the debate:
“Some very vocal opponents were forced to acknowledge that specific transit
improvements do have supporters in the community. This, in turn, forced these opponents
to abandon the impractical alignment and route proposals and focus their concerns on
issues that, for the most part, could be rationally evaluated and dealt with.” (12)
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The primary issues raised by project opponents were security, noise, and perceived
intrusion into the neighborhood. As indicated to the authors by MTDB project staff, however, the
actual core issue was a more generalized “fear of the unknown”. The PRC process facilitated the
separation of non-issues from true concerns. For example, it was possible to establish noise as a
non-factor. Also, discussions regarding security concerns were put within the realistic context of
past experience with existing LRT segments in the San Diego metropolitan area. The MTDB
then was able to ultimately achieve acceptance of the LRT loop alignment by earlier opponents
through measures such as a thorough security plan (involving the SDSU security department)
and LRT alignment adjustments (tunnel design) where feasible. The SDSU loop alignment was
selected and is now under construction; it is anticipated to be operational by Spring 2005.
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4

A Typology of Conflict
A common characteristic of much of the literature on public involvement in

transportation project planning is that it is data-focused. That is, papers often describe the
techniques used and the results obtained in a particular project. (12, 14, 15) This is certainly
valuable information; more general understanding can only arise from specific knowledge of
individual cases. However, case studies can be of limited use in helping other project managers
with their own public involvement problems. The nature of the problems may not be similar
enough for strong parallels to be drawn, or the success of particular techniques may have been
dependent on the circumstances of the project.
In this chapter we use the case studies described in the previous chapters, and the Ayd
Mill Road project in particular, to develop a prototype of a general theory of conflict anticipation
and management in transportation public involvement. Our starting point is the observation that
the process for Ayd Mill Road was not badly managed. In retrospect one can always point to
specific things that could have been done differently, but in general this was the same process,
executed by the same people, that had been used successfully in many other cases.
And in general, identifying possible missteps is only really helpful in the context of some
more general framework that can be referenced by others to avoid making the same mistake in
the future. Our hypothesis here is that public involvement needs to be approached differently in
cases where the potential for serious conflict exists, and that in general the nature of the approach
will depend on the type of conflict.
We contrast the circumstances and execution of the AMR process with those of the three
projects with more successful public involvement outcomes to identify key differences and
similarities. From this, we identify five dimensions of conflict:
•

Size and distribution of local benefits or costs

•

Disagreement about the nature and importance of local impacts

•

Ability to accurately define and engage relevant stakeholders

•

Perceived legitimacy of the project

•

Degree of ideological issues
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The essential finding here is that “conflict” is not a simple monolithic problem that can
be handled with some standard set of procedures. On the other hand, it is also not something that
is so variable that it can only be handled at a case-by-case level. We find instead that there is a
middle ground: conflict can arise for a number of different reasons, and the appropriate response
depends on the reason(s), but the number of possible reasons is sufficiently small that a general
theory of conflict anticipation and management seems like a reasonable long-term goal. While
we do not develop such a theory in this report, we do provide, in this chapter and the next, a
basic outline of what such a theory might look like. The remainder of this chapter discusses each
of the five dimensions of conflict in turn; the concluding chapter broadens the discussion to
address how the public involvement process in general could be adapted to cope more effectively
with the various possible sources of conflict.

4.1

Size and Distribution of Local Benefits or Costs
This type of conflict refers to situations where there is basic agreement between the

agency and the public about what the impacts of a project are, and where the public generally
concedes a general need for the project. However, the size of the impacts, or the way they are
distributed among different areas or stakeholders, may lead to opposition to the project unless
some kind of compensation is made. There are two possible forms of this problem. The simpler
involves negative impacts throughout the project area. The more complex involves negative
impacts in some places or on some groups and positive impacts on others.
This type of conflict is in some ways the simplest, if possibly the most costly to deal
with. In perhaps most cases, conflicts of this type can be handled through mitigating design
changes or compensating investments (such as the 1,000 trees on Piedmont Ave. replacing the
100 that were lost). This will generally be easier to implement if the negative impacts are
uniform over the project area. In cases where there are simultaneous negative and positive
impacts, it may be difficult to address the negative while preserving the positive.
Lack of conflict within this dimension is likely the reason why many local road projects
provoke little controversy. When the parties that are impacted by a road are themselves
significant or even the primary users of it, so that there are significant benefits to the impacted
parties, then most other sources of conflict will tend to be diminished. When the impacted
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residents are themselves deriving benefits in excess of costs, then their interest is in seeing the
project move forward, even if they may dispute particular aspects of the design. In this case
standard public involvement techniques are likely to be entirely adequate, although flexibility
with regard to the project budget will likely increase the odds of success.
For example, the Piedmont Avenue project was seen as beneficial by local residents;
while it is a major through highway, it is also heavily used as a local street to access the rest of
Duluth. In addition, like Ayd Mill Road, Piedmont Avenue was creating local problems in its
current state, so residents had an inherent interest in seeing it improved. But unlike Ayd Mill
Road, the proposed solution had a uniformly positive local impact; the public did not break into
factions and infighting. However, it is important to note that even here, acceptance of the
proposed solution hinged critically on certain design compromises aimed at preserving
neighborhood connectivity, such as the bridging of Skyline Drive, and the pedestrian underpass.
By contrast, on the Ayd Mill Road project, an early issue was that local residents resented
having to bear the impacts of the highway for the benefit of suburban motorists. It is not obvious
that this is true (St. Paul residents also use the highway, and suburbanites are generally using it to
access St. Paul jobs), but there seemed to be no evidence presented that St. Paul overall would
benefit from improvements to the highway.
Perhaps a more significant problem with AMR was the extremely localized nature of the
costs and benefits; any scenario that provided improvements in one area invariably created new
problems somewhere else. The most obvious example was the perception that easier freeway
access at the south end (solving existing problems there) would add to already congested
conditions at the north end (creating and exacerbating problems there). Another was that limiting
traffic on AMR would increase traffic on Lexington Ave. and other parallel streets. Similar
conflicts played out with regard to several other potential traffic diversion scenarios.
Because there was no general sense that the citizenry overall would benefit from a change
to the configuration of AMR, there was little incentive for the citizens to cooperate in trying to
find a solution. (While there were many years of cooperation during the phases of defining
possible solutions, this all started to break down at the point of actually choosing between them.)
This created an extremely difficult problem for the sponsoring agency to overcome.
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On the other I-35E bridge and the San Diego LRT projects, the perception, at least at the
beginning, was that “outsiders” would benefit at the expense of local residents. Thus the
potential for serious conflict existed in principle. However, it eventually came to appear that the
initial complaints about impacts were really doubts about project legitimacy, once this was
established people in both cases seemed to be much less concerned about the possible size of the
impacts.
This is an important point. Complaints that are superficially about impacts can really be
fronts for some other type of problem; people may talk about impacts because this seems like
more of a “hard” quantifiable objection than wondering about project legitimacy. This is
especially the case where the public’s assessment of impacts seems very different from the
agency’s. In this case it is probably worth spending some time exploring if the issue is really
about the more general need for the project, or is ideologically based, before focusing in on
trying to prove the point with hard facts. If there really is a genuine difference between how the
public views the impacts of a project and how the agency does, then this becomes a conflict of
the next type: disagreement about the nature and importance of local impacts.

4.2

Disagreement About the Nature and Importance of Local Impacts
This type of conflict, while it sounds similar to the first type, is less about the size of the

impacts, and more about situations where the agency and the public, or different factions of the
public, disagree about how big the impacts will be, or how important they are. As before, there
are two different manifestations of this conflict type. The first is a “measurement” problem,
where there is disagreement about what the magnitude of impacts will be. The second, more
difficult conflict is disagreement about how important or problematic a given impact will be.
At some level, “measurement” type conflicts are the classic public involvement problem;
clearer and more targeted information may go far toward resolving these situations. However, if
there is fundamental disagreement about the significance of a given impact, even extensive
communication and information may not be enough to create a resolution. Such disagreements
may arise out of ideological considerations, or they may simply reflect differing preferences
among individuals.
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For the San Diego LRT, initial concerns about impacts seem to have really been
questions about the legitimacy of the project; once supporters were brought into the discussion
and legitimacy was established, it was possible to discuss and deal with impacts in a systematic
way. Similarly for the I-35E bridge, early complaints about impacts appear to have mostly
dissipated once the need for the project was established. (13, 15) The critical event here was the
testimony of the ambulance operator about being unable to reach downtown hospitals. In both
these cases the residents seemed initially to see the impacts as much more serious than the
agency thought them to be.
On Piedmont Avenue, there was a small dispute about the impacts associated with the
proposed pedestrian tunnel; some saw it as a safe way to cross, while others perceived a potential
refuge for anti-social behavior. This was actually a dispute between different members of the
public, rather than between the public and the agency. An interesting aspect of the solution was
that as Mn/DOT recognized that the conflict was not with them, they responded to this situation
by stepping out of the way, letting the concerned parties settle the issue among themselves, and
simply implementing the result. (9)
On Ayd Mill Road there seemed to be ongoing disputes, which at some level were never
resolved, about which options were viable from financial, technical, and local impact
perspectives. The planning commission’s repeated efforts to remove options such as the
downtown connection and the linear park, and the public’s vehement insistence that they be put
back in despite seemingly compelling reasons to remove them, have to represent at some level a
failure of communication.
But perhaps a more significant dispute was between members of the public over the
relative local impacts of the allocation of traffic to either AMR or local streets. However, in a
curious way these impacts don’t seem to have been disputed so much as they were ignored.
Proponents of the linear park don’t seem to have ever formulated a response to the claim that
removing the highway would increase traffic on local streets, even one as simple as denying that
this would happen. Their focus on the benefits of a park, while ignoring the possible side effects
of removing the highway, appear to just bypass this whole realm of the discussion.
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Their unwillingness to address the implications of the traffic forecasts seems to have been
more because the forecast results were inconvenient rather than because there was any
substantive objection to their accuracy. One participant from the “city” side of the process
conceded in an interview that there is a legitimate question about the accuracy of a regional
forecasting model when applied to such a small scale; but park supporters’ seeming indifference
toward the implications of the traffic forecasts doesn’t seem to have been at this level of
sophistication. Another possibility is that because the pro-park forces were not formally
represented as such on the task force (see the next conflict type for a discussion of this problem),
there was no mechanism for compelling them to respond to these issues. Their “outsider”
position made it possible for them to focus on the good things about their idea while being under
no formal obligation to defend it against criticism.

4.3

Ability to Accurately Define and Engage Relevant Stakeholders
Guidance on performing public involvement generally emphasizes the importance of

identifying and including a range of stakeholders. Here we advance beyond this general point; in
situations of serious conflict it is critical that the different major points of view be accurately
identified and represented in the discussions; failure to do so could seriously exacerbate existing
problems. Even if conflict might not have arisen for any other reason, it could still arise over this
issue alone; people who feel their perspective is being excluded or not taken seriously could
choose to disrupt the process even if their substantive objections to the project are relatively
minor.
It is notable that this source of conflict differs from the others in that while the other four
types arise out of characteristics of the project, this one depends to a much larger degree on the
execution of the public involvement process itself. Certainly the nature of the project influences
who the relevant stakeholders are; but identifying them, giving them appropriate roles in the
process, and keeping them engaged throughout, are problems for the public involvement
manager to solve. Thus in principle at least, this source of conflict can be controlled to a much
greater extent than the others; in practice this is easier said than done.
The critical point here is that the major stakeholder groups be identified and directly
involved in the discussions. In an informal setting this should happen naturally. However, when
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discussions are formalized through a task force or some other mechanism, it is necessary that the
task force include direct representatives of major perspectives, rather than incorporating these
perspectives indirectly through representatives of political entities. This can be relatively easy
when there are one or two coherent positions, such as highway users and neighboring residents.
It obviously will tend to become more complex as the number of different points of view grows.
For both the San Diego LRT and the I-35E bridge, identification of the relevant
stakeholders seems to have been straightforward in that there were essentially two sides, each of
whom spoke with a generally unified voice. And in both of these cases, the project managers
credited the success of the effort in large part to the tactic of having the two sides sit down
together to discuss the issue. On Piedmont Ave. the situation was even simpler; the public for the
most part spoke with a unified voice.
However, the identification of stakeholders was a very significant problem on Ayd Mill
Road. There were many different widely held points of view, some of which, such as highway
users, don’t seem to have been represented at all. But a more important problem was that voting
seats on the task force were given out based in large part on arbitrary political boundaries rather
than based on any relationship to the highway. This likely had much to do with all the “informal”
groups springing up at the end of the process to promote particular solutions (and to attempt
takeovers of the task force seats).
It is worth dwelling on this point. The number of people directly impacted by the
potential solutions on AMR amount to a few dozen at each end who would be significantly
affected, and a few hundred who live along AMR or local alternatives that would be marginally
impacted. However, the land area covered by all the district councils and other organizations
involved in the task force is a huge area; within which possibly 95% of the residents would not
be noticeably affected one way or the other by any of the proposed solutions. Despite the
absence of any direct impact, “No Connect” signs routinely appeared in yards that were miles
from AMR.
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Figure 4.1: St. Paul Planning Councils. Shaded area is the total area covered by planning councils
represented on the AMR task force. The area between the dark lines is the approximate extent of the AMR
corridor.

Including large numbers of people with no direct stake in the outcome has two
undesirable effects. First, in this situation it becomes possible for ideology to play a much bigger
role; it can be very hard to maintain a rational discourse in the face of this. Second, if the
consequences of the different choices are merely theoretical to most of the participants, then the
voices of the minority that are truly impacted can get subsumed by the personal preferences of
the majority that will face no serious consequences one way or the other. (Lexington Avenue
residents facing large increases in traffic wondered aloud whose Neighborhood was being put
First by the group of that name.) Both of these were real problems for the AMR process.
This has significant potential to be a problem elsewhere as well. State law requires major
projects to be approved by all affected municipalities, even if the project might only impact a
handful of people in a given city. The inclusion of such a wide range of stakeholders on AMR,
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and the way they were defined, was in large part because St. Paul public involvement procedures
required it to be done that way.
Certainly the case could be made that if the point is to hold a dispassionate discussion of
a range of alternatives, then it is desirable to have participants who are not entering the process
with a particular point of view. At the same time, once clear points of view emerge and conflict
or the potential for it begins to arise, it seems that it could be advantageous to formally recognize
that situation and “internalize” the conflict by explicitly giving voice to the major perspectives,
and ideally somehow giving more voice to the people suffering the greatest potential impacts. It
is worth wondering whether Neighborhoods First!, if they had held a seat on the task force,
would have felt the same need or desire to resort to the tactics of noise and disruption that they
used instead.
A related issue has to do with keeping stakeholders engaged in the process once it begins.
A problem that was mentioned as significant by several participants in the AMR process was that
it dragged on so long that participants lost motivation. Another major issue was that the long
process meant that task force membership turned over so that any consensus achieved early on
would have been forgotten years later. An example of this was that the downtown connection
was fully discussed by the second task force even though members of the first task force had
ultimately been persuaded that it was not a viable option. This made it hard to limit the choices
or narrow the discussion, so the range of possibilities being discussed in year twelve of the
process was almost as large as what had been discussed in year one.
The major reason for this seemed to be that there was no money in place to actually do
the highway work implied by whatever option was chosen. Even carrying out the DEIS and the
associated public involvement was delayed for a couple of years due to lack of funds.
Participants from the city pointed specifically to this delay, and the resulting turnover in task
force membership, as a major reason for the apparent lack of progress in reducing the options
and achieving resolution. Citizen participants complained as well; the sense that there was no
predictable end to the process, and that whatever was decided probably wouldn’t be done
anyway, made it hard for citizens and businesses with other time commitments to stay motivated
to participate.
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4.4

Perceived Legitimacy of the Project
This is a critical point in organizing public involvement. Situations can arise where the

impacts of a project are relatively small, and where there is basic agreement about what the
impacts are, but yet people oppose the project because they are not convinced that it is
worthwhile in some broader sense; even small sacrifices can feel intolerable if the project seems
unnecessary to start with.
If there are sufficient local benefits so that it can be safely assumed that local residents
will favor the project, as in the case of Piedmont Avenue, then this will not be an issue.
Otherwise local residents are incurring excess costs; in addition to some kind of compensation,
they must likely also be convinced that there are significant system-wide benefits to justify their
sacrifice.
To accomplish this, at the very least, would involve making sure citizen supporters of a
project are at the table where their perspective must be recognized. A perception that the only
supporter is the government itself is a powerful motivator to project opponents, and with good
reason, as governments arguably should not be doing projects for their own benefit. Another
possible tactic would be discussing long-range plans, if possible with a regional planning agency
or some other independent entity. A project that has been in the plans for some time, and fits in a
clear way into a coherent long-term strategy, should stand a better chance of acceptance than one
that is perceived as motivated by special interests or political opportunism.
A related point is making sure that the public is aware of any limitations on their power
over the project. If not doing the project is not an option, for safety or other reasons, then the
public must understand that in these cases legitimacy is not on the table, and that the discussion
will be about what type of project, not whether there will be one.
Bringing supporters to the table was a significant element in the eventual success of both
the San Diego LRT and the I-35E bridge projects. It is relatively easy to be inflexible and
extreme in opposition to a faceless government agency, or in front of an anonymous crowd at a
public hearing. It is another thing entirely to have both the opportunity and obligation to defend a
position to a group of peers, with whom one must work over a number of separate occasions.
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Also, on I-35E the public was made aware at the beginning that the need for the bridge to be
reconstructed for safety reasons was not open to discussion; the debate could then focus
immediately on what the characteristics of the rebuilt bridge would be.
On Ayd Mill Road, the sponsoring agency ostensibly did not support a particular
solution, although their actions at the end rather belied this position. In any case, it seems again
that once the major options had bifurcated into general categories of “improve the road” versus
“remove the road,” that formally recognizing this dichotomy and organizing the discussion
around it might have helped to focus the debate. As it was, efforts to discuss the pros and cons of
different designs were constantly interrupted by arguments about whether the road even needed
to exist. And the assumption of an improved highway which was at least somewhat implicit in
this discussion and in how the results were handled, seemingly further motivated highway
opponents who felt that their qualitatively different concerns were not being accommodated by a
process that had seemingly already moved on to the next step.
Another practical concern about discussing project legitimacy and design details at the
same time was that the park supporters were unified around the one anti-highway option, while
road improvement supporters were divided and debating the relative merits of different solutions
rather than defending the road option in general. This impacted the final vote as well; park
supporters had a single choice to vote for, while road supporters split their votes among several
options.
This was arguably the single most important point in the Ayd Mill Road process. While it
is admirable that the project sponsors wanted to keep all the options on the table, the problem is
that what an improved road would look like, and whether there should be a road at all, are two
qualitatively different questions that can’t be discussed at the same time. First the legitimacy of
the project must be established, and if necessary, conditions on that legitimacy. Then the
discussion of the nature and design of the project can focus on its own objectives.
In the defense of the AMR public involvement staff, the complaints about legitimacy did
spring out of the blue at the very end of a process that had been going on for ten years. They
certainly were justified in assuming that legitimacy had long been established. However, it is not
clear that this was the case. They had tried to eliminate the linear park option several years
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earlier; it had been put back in after strong public objections. Seemingly the citizen participants
in the process had not so much conceded the need for an improved highway as they had “agreed
to disagree,” moving on with discussions of different design alternatives while insisting on
keeping the no-highway alternative on the table throughout.

4.5

Ideological Issues
The appearance of the specter of ideology might be the worst-case scenario for public

involvement sponsors at the project level; the problem for which there is no solution. Questions
of city versus suburbs, of car versus transit, of mobility versus environmental protection, and so
on, are important questions. But they are not questions that can or ought to be resolved at the
level of an individual transportation project. To attempt to do so will at best lead to suboptimal
outcomes for specific projects while failing to produce any principles that can be applied more
broadly; the battle has to be waged anew each time, with all the attendant consumption of
government and citizen resources.
It is not clear that there is much that can be done when ideology starts to drive the
discussion. If people believe, for example, that no highway improvement project is ever
legitimate, then more information or discussion of opposing points of view is unlikely to make
much difference. Aside from trying to convince participants that these types of issues would be
better discussed in other forums, such as voting or regional planning meetings, perhaps the best
hope is to reduce this problem to a “lower level” one. For example, ideological statements,
especially at the beginning of the process, may in fact just be dramatic ways of questioning the
legitimacy of a particular project, or of disputing the predicted impacts. It is probably reasonable
to assume that this is the case, at least in the beginning.
Ideology was clearly not an issue on Piedmont Avenue, and it does not seem to have been
in San Diego either; opposition seemed to be to a particular alignment rather than to light rail or
transit more generally. (13) On the I-35E bridge ideology made a brief appearance at the
beginning; one manifestation was a St. Paul city council member worrying that residents would
use the improved bridge to “flee” the city. (10) But again, this seems to have largely dissipated
with the ambulance operator testimony about the difficulty of reaching downtown hospitals; even
the most fervent anti-sprawl advocates could not ignore the significance of this.
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However, ideology became a dominant issue at the end of the Ayd Mill Road process.
The two anti-connection groups were apparently not willing to even consider or discuss any
alternative that involved a working highway. Nor, seemingly, did they defend the broader
implications of their position with regard to impacts on residential streets. Part of this, as noted
earlier, was that their status as “outsiders” to the process to some extent gave them carte blanche
to talk about only what they wanted to. But part of it also seemed to be that they genuinely had
no interest in negotiating a compromise; they do not seem to have ever argued for the mitigation
of possible impacts, only for not allowing the impacts to happen at all.
It is worth noting that the corridor is not particularly appealing as a park; indeed, the St.
Paul park board was not interested in it, in large part because of the active railroad tracks running
the length of the corridor. This corridor is 1.5 miles long and in a trench; there is little of cultural
or natural interest anywhere along the route or at either end. Even a slow cyclist could ride the
length of it and back in 15 minutes. It is also worth noting that the Twin Cities are already well
endowed with parks, and many miles of very scenic linear parks in particular; the proposed AMR
park, because of its location, would not even have the advantage of serving as a way of
connecting to or expanding this broader system.
The motivation for the linear park position in fact seemed to come from an anti-car and
anti-suburb agenda; the linear park idea served the role of a convenient and positive-sounding
alternative to a highway. The main group supporting this position was called “No Connect
Coalition,” not “Linear Park Coalition.” Similarly, yard signs that appeared throughout the city
did not refer to the proposed park, they simply stated “No Connect.” The support for the park
seemed so vague and poorly justified given the unattractive nature of the corridor, that it is hard
to believe that this was the true motivation behind this position. The fact that their negotiating
tool of choice was “boos, hisses, and name-calling” illustrates the intractability of the problem
facing the public involvement manager in these types of cases.
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5

Conclusions and Discussion
The objective of this paper was to develop a framework for understanding and addressing

conflict in the public involvement phase of transportation projects. There are two key
conclusions. First, situations with serious conflict are fundamentally different from the typical
public involvement effort; they require different tools and tactics that are explicitly built around
the specific nature of the conflict being anticipated or encountered.
The second major finding is that “conflict” is neither a standard problem for which a
standardized method is appropriate; nor is it so diverse that every project has to be approached
on its own terms. We argue that there are distinct, predictable dimensions around which conflict
arises; a given project can suffer from any or all of them in varying degrees. The appropriate
public involvement response needs to be customized to address the specific type and degree of
conflict, but this is manageable because there are a finite number of conflict types. This research
has identified five types; there are probably others that could be found through examination of
other high conflict case studies. Public involvement managers, having identified the types of
conflict they are encountering, or expect to encounter, can structure the process accordingly, as
outlined in detail in Chapter 4, or in brief in Appendix A.

5.1

The Bigger Picture
There are also implications that fall outside of the scope of the public involvement

process for a project. In the five dimensions of conflict, the first two (size and distribution of
benefits and costs, and disputes about the size or importance of impacts) are essentially local in
nature, the main exception being cases where the assessment of the importance of an impact is
driven by ideology. Because they are local in nature, they can reasonably be discussed and
resolved at local meetings. Indeed, a large part of the point of public involvement is to tap into
the more detailed understanding of impacts that can come from local residents.
Identification of stakeholders can also be a local issue when the project is small in scope
and impact. But as projects become bigger and of wider significance, determining exactly who
should have a say in the outcome, and how much say each person or group should have, becomes
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a serious problem in its own right. And for large regional projects, a case could be made that
almost everyone is impacted in some way. Expanding a heavily traveled urban freeway certainly
impacts the immediate neighbors, but the construction process also significantly impacts the
regular users of the highway, who may come from all over the region. It also impacts the
companies these drivers work for and the stores that they shop at, who again may be located
nowhere near the project itself.
A notable recent example of this problem occurred with the proposed reconstruction of
the I-35W/TH62 commons between Minneapolis and Richfield. While Mn/DOT was successful
in creating a design that minimized local impacts and received the approval of both cities, the
planned four-year-long closing of TH62 provoked very vocal opposition from the businesses and
residents in the southwest part of the metro region, far from the actual project site. The political
fallout was such that the state legislature got involved, requiring Mn/DOT to develop a new
design that would reduce some of these impacts on highway users.
When literally hundreds of thousands of people could reasonably be considered to be
impacted by a transportation project, the very concept of “public involvement” becomes hard to
define. Obviously not everyone can take part directly, but determining how to organize the
various impacted parties into coherent groups and positions can be a significant problem. A real
possibility is that the process can be taken over by people who are motivated by ideology, but
who do not in fact have much direct stake in the outcome.
A related point has to do with defining and achieving consensus on exactly what the role
of “the public” is in a public involvement process. The interviews that were done with
participants in the Ayd Mill Road process highlighted the importance of this, as a substantial
number of comments revolved around issues related to this point. Participants from the city side
in many cases felt that the public had too much power; that the public perceived their role as
decision making authorities, rather than as advisors to the city. This was reflected in the fact that
the agency was repeatedly unable to rule out any options, no matter how good their reasons for
doing so, without provoking citizen backlash and demands that the options be reinstated.
From the citizen perspective, by contrast, there was a general sense that they didn’t have
enough power. This took two different forms. One was simply the opposite of the agency
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perspective; that people believed that the results of their deliberations would necessarily be
implemented, and were angered that this didn’t seem to be the case. The other form of lack of
power was that certain individuals and groups felt that within the category of “citizens,” that
some were more equal than others. A couple of citizens that were not members of the task force
made a clear delineation between “citizens” and “task force members,” implying that the task
force members did not necessarily represent the views of their constituents.
Power differentials among citizens are to a large extent a manifestation of the conflict
dimension of appropriate identification and engagement of stakeholders. However, the fact that
there was apparently such a large gulf in understanding between the City and the public,
regarding the power of the public to determine the outcome, suggests perhaps an additional
conflict dimension. Even if stakeholders are identified and engaged, if there is not a consensus
between the sponsoring government and the public regarding the purpose of the discussions and
what will be done with the results, then there is likely to be conflict of some sort.
A difficulty in addressing this issue is that it is not clear who should decide what the role
of the public should be. The motivation behind public involvement is that the transportation
solutions created by professionals, which are based to a large degree on technical objectives,
need to be tempered and supplemented with the more human and local perspective of affected
citizens. Given this, it seems inappropriate in some ways for the agency to be able to place
unilateral restrictions on the role of the public. At the same time, clearly there have to be some
boundaries or nothing will ever get done. There is perhaps a need for a higher level discussion
regarding the purpose of public involvement and exactly what role each of the two sides ought to
play.
This leads into an important point regarding the last two dimensions, project legitimacy
and ideology. As suggested earlier, while these issues are important and deserving of public
discussion, their societal significance goes far beyond the relatively small number of people who
are impacted by a given project, or who are able and motivated to attend public involvement
events. The primary danger is that “big picture” issues keep delaying and even stopping
individual projects, but without these issues ever being resolved or even systematically debated.
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A possible solution is that somehow questions about which projects are legitimate and
under what conditions or constraints, need to be answered from a broader and perhaps more
neutral base of interests and considerations than is typically encountered at a “local” public
hearing. This is true both from the perspective of the public and of the agency. Agencies
performing public involvement often have a difficult conflict of interest: they are representing a
particular position, typically that of the road or transit user, and they are also moderating the
discussion. Locals might see this as a stacked deck and approach the whole process with
cynicism. At the same time, the agency is constrained in that they can’t refuse to consider even
extreme or unrealistic positions, because to do so would appear biased.
One possibility is that the public involvement process could be moderated by some
organization, perhaps dedicated to that purpose, other than the agency in charge of the proposed
project. Serious questions about project legitimacy could be heard by a standing non-partisan
committee; project opponents would have a chance to make their case to a neutral “jury” rather
than to a possibly biased transportation agency. At the same time, they would be forced to make
their case with facts and reasoning rather than force of numbers and noise.
For example, a regional planning agency might be able to serve this type of role. They
will not generally be involved in the actual construction of the project, thus they would not be
perceived as having any self-interested motive in its implementation. Because of this, and
because their interest in the project would be from a planning perspective, they might have more
credibility in the sometimes difficult problem of establishing project legitimacy. And finally,
because they would be moderating the process from a regional, long-term perspective, they
might have more ability to neutralize ideological objections, by showing that big-picture
objectives are being addressed at a regional level, even if not within the context of the particular
project under discussion.
Another possible advantage of such an organization would be that it could provide a
central and independent forum for these sorts of broader public policy debates to take place;
discussions could more easily build on previous discussions, and over time possibly a kind of
consensus could emerge, based on the accumulation of individual decisions. This kind of
cumulative policy development is not possible in the current system of public involvement,
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where issues are discussed and decided on an ad hoc project basis with no formal connection
between different projects, and no opportunity for ongoing learning. While there are currently
public discussions of long-term transportation plans, these plans have no binding authority over
which projects are eventually done, or even what general principles will be followed.
A related although different type of system is used for example in labor relations; broad
issues of contract negotiations are handled at one level through certain types of processes, while
smaller issues of individual complaints are handled at lower levels through different processes.
Two explicit points of this system that are relevant to transportation public involvement are: 1) it
frees the company from the expense of negotiating thousands of individual contracts, 2) it gives
the workers more influence than they would have by negotiating as individuals. A similar system
for transportation, in which for example the various “ideological” stakeholders could have an
explicit forum for presenting their perspectives, in exchange for refraining from doing this at the
individual project level, could prove beneficial to both sides.
Researchers in other fields have discussed at length the difficulty of weighing
bureaucratic technical expertise and broad societal objectives against the personal and political
preferences of the impacted public (16, 17) That is ultimately the problem being faced here;
agencies use their technical expertise to determine the optimal way to implement a particular
transportation policy, but at some level the policy itself can be considered open to debate.
Perhaps different aspects of transportation policy and its implementation, from the general to the
local, should be discussed in different types of forums, and by different types of participants.
With further research perhaps a clearer understanding of the various types of conflict and best
methods for addressing them will emerge.

5.2

Future Research Directions
The idea of viewing “conflict” as a multifaceted phenomenon with a range of appropriate

solutions depending on the problem being encountered, represents a new way of approaching this
issue. Standard public involvement guidance documents typically focus on tools and methods,
implicitly assuming that conflict will not be significant. One popular method, the Systematic
Development of Informed Consent®, (5) is explicitly geared around managing conflict, but tends
to approach it from a single standpoint, one of establishing project legitimacy. While the model
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described in this report recognizes the central importance of project legitimacy, it also
incorporates a number of independent types of conflict that could arise even if legitimacy is not
at issue.
Possibly the most interesting direction for future research would be to develop this
framework into an explicit methodology for approaching public involvement. This methodology
would not directly address tools, as these are well covered in other documents, but would instead
focus on the various types of problems that might arise, how they could be anticipated based on
the characteristics of the project, and how they could be avoided or managed. The general
principle would be that effective conflict management depends on correct identification of what
the true nature of the conflict is, and the use of appropriate information and procedures that
depend on the type of conflict.
Two sources of information could inform the development of such a methodology. The
first would be a greatly expanded set of project case studies and interviews with experts with
experience in managing public involvement processes. This could help to refine and possibly
expand the conflict types, and to provide additional evidence and insights on how conflict has
been successfully (or not) anticipated and managed in the past. As public involvement
professionals would be the ultimate users of such guidelines, their input into how they are
developed would be critical for establishing their legitimacy (a public involvement problem in its
own right).
A second source could be further study of public involvement practice and theory from
other fields with a more extensive history and literature, such as labor relations, forestry, and
hazardous facility location. (18, 19, 20) While the problems encountered in these situations are
not exactly parallel to those in transportation, the general theories and insights that have
developed over the years could have applicability here. The present research examined these
other fields to some degree; however, it ultimately came to seem that the insights that could be
gained from them would have more applicability within the context of a study of broader public
involvement procedures, including non-project based discussions, rather than within a study of
management of specific projects, as was done here.
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Rules governing how to do transportation public involvement were crafted many years
ago, and arose out of a situation where involvement was sometimes glossed over or not done at
all. As such, they tend to focus on establishing requirements for who needs to be involved and in
what way. With more experience, it is now becoming clear that these rules might in some ways
be in some ways inappropriate. Successful public involvement efforts often achieve success as a
direct result of including a wider range of participants than is technically required; other projects,
such as Ayd Mill Road, can be hamstrung by rule-based inflexibility with regard to what
stakeholders are included, how they are incorporated into the process, and how the process itself
moves forward over time. Further research could provide a sound basis for modifying rules and
institutions to more closely match what is now known about how public involvement is, or
should be done.
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